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1. Introduction 
M. NEWMAN [6] has proved that if ex is a real number and I a non-
00 
constant polynomial with real coefficients, then L 1([ nex]) zn is a rational 
n~O 
function if and only if ex is a rational number (as usual [x] denotes the 
greatest integer <x). This result has been the starting point for several 
investigations. MORDELL [5] has shown that if g(x, y) is a polynomial 
in two variables with real coefficients, of degree ;;. 1 in x, then 
00 
h(z)= L g([exn], exn)zn is a rational function if and only if ex is rational. 
n~O 
He showed, more generally, that if h(z) (which is clearly analytic in the 
unit disk) can be analytically extended across an arc of the unit circle, 
then h(z) is a rational function and ex is a rational number. SCHWARZ [9] 
proved, that if I is a polynomial with rational coefficients of degree m;;. 1, 
00 
P is a non-constant polynomial with real coefficients, and L I([p(n)]zn) 
n~O 
is a rational function then either (p(x)-p(O)) has rational coefficients or 
~ 
p(x) is of the form p(O) + ex L aixi where exm is rational and the ai are 
i~l 
rational. MEIJER [4] proved that if I is a non-constant polynomial with 
complex coefficients, ex is a real number, and k;;. 1 is an integer, then 
00 L I([exnk])zn is a rational function if and only if ex is a rational number. 
n~O 
In [1, Ths. 4.7, 4.8] it is shown that if p is a polynomial with real 
00 
coefficients, then L [p(n)]zn is a rational function if and only if all of 
n~O 
the coefficients of p, except perhaps the constant term, are rational. Now 
00 
if L anzn is a rational function and I any polynomial with complex 
n~O 00 
coefficients, then L I(an)zn is a rational function (see Lemma 1 below). 
n~O 
Thus putting an= [p(n)], the problem treated by Newman, Schwarz, 
00 
Meijer, and Mordell consists of showing that if L I(an)zn satisfies certain 
n~O 
conditions (such as being rational or being analytically extendable across 
778 
00 
an arc of the unit circle), then L a"z" is rational. We shall be concerned 
n~O 
with this type of problem for sequences a" of integers (or more generally 
Gaussian integers) which are "close" to the coefficients ofrationalfunctions. 
As examples we state two special cases of the main theorems to be proved: 
Theorem 1. Let f and p be non-constant polynomials with real coef-
00 
ficients. Put h(z)= L f([p(n)])z"; if there exists a polynomial g(z) with 
n~O 
complex coefficients such that g(z)h(z) is bounded in the unit disk, then both 
00 
h(z) and L [p(n)]z" are rational functions. When this is so all coefficients 
n~O 
of the polynomial (p(x) - p(O» are rational. 
Theorem 2. Suppose A#O and 0>1 are real numbers, and f is a 
00 
polynomial with complex coefficients of degree:> 2. Then if h(z) = L f([AO"])z" 
00 n~O 
is meromorphic in the unit disk, both h(z) and L [AO"]Z" are rational. 
n=O 
It is interesting to note that POPKEN [7] has proved that if a" is any 
sequence of integers, f a non-zero polynomial with algebraic coefficients, 
00 
and h(z) = L f(a,,)z" is analytic in the unit disk, then h(z) is analytically 
n-O 
extendable across an arc of the unit circle if and only if h(z) is a rational 
function. We shall be concerned with the case where f does not necessarily 
have algebraic coefficients. 
If h(z) is a meromorphic function in a bounded domain D we say that 
it is of bounded characteristic in D if it can be written as the ratio of two 
bounded analytic functions in D; we say that it is polynomially bounded 
in D if there exists a polynomial g(z) such that g(z)h(z) is bounded in D. 
The functions of bounded characteristic in D form a field, and the poly-
nomially bounded functions form a subring containing the rational 
functions. 
In what follows, a quantity, unless otherwise specified, shall be a 
complex number, and a polynomial, unless otherwise specified shall be 
assumed to have complex coefficients. 
2. Main Theorems 
Theorem 3. Suppose a"=p(n)O"+b,, is a sequence of Gaussian 
integers, where p(n) is a non-zero polynomial, 101> 1, and b" is such that 
00 L b"z" has radius of convergence> 101-1, and defines a function meromorphic 
n~O 
in the unit disk. Iff is a polynomial of degree d:> 1, then the function 
00 
h(z) = L f(a,,)z" is meromorphic in Izl < lejl-d. Moreover if h(z) can be 
n~O 
analytically extended across an arc of the circle Izl = 1011-d then both h(z) 
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00 
and ! anzn are rational functions. In particular h(z) 'l-S rational if and 
n~O 00 
only if ! anzn is rational. 
n~O 
Theorem 4. Suppose an=..1p(n)en+bn is a sequence of Gaussian 
integers, where lei> I, ..1# 0, p(n) is a non-zero polynomial with Gaussian 
00 
rational coefficients and bn is such that ! bnzn has radius of convergence 
n~O 
> lel-l and defines a function meromorphic in the unit disk. If f is a poly-
00 
nomial of degree d;;.l, then the function h(z)= ! f(an)zn is meromorphic 
n~O 
in the disk Izl < lel l - d , Moreover if h(z) is of bounded characteristic in 
00 
Izl < lel l - d then both h(z) and ! anzn are rational functions. 
n~O 
r' 
Theorem 5. Suppose an=p(n)en+ ! ..1i(n),uin+sn is a sequence of 
i-l 
Gaussian integers, where p(n) is a polynomial of degree r;;. I, lei;;. I, the 
00 
..1i(n) are polynomials, all l,uil are < lei, and! ISn2/nI2<oo. Suppose f is 
00 n=l 
a polynomial of degree d;;. I; put h(z)= ! f(an)zn. Then h(z) is meromorphic 
n~O 
in Izi < lel l - d ; if h(z) is polynomially bounded in Izl < lel l - d , then both h(z) 
00 
and! anzn are rational functions. 
n~O 
First, we give a few remarks. Note that Theorem 1 is a special case 
of Theorem 5 with e= 1 (the last part of Theorem 1 follows from [I, 
Th. 4.7]) and that Theorem 2 is a special case of Theorem 3. 
Suppose f(x, y) is a polynomial of total degree r and of degree;;. 1 in x. 
Put h(x, y) = b/bx f(x, y) and suppose that h(x, x) has degree r - I. It 
is not hard to modify the proofs below to show that Theorems 3 and 4 
00 
remain valid if ! bnzn has radius of convergence;;. I, and h(z) is defined 
00 n~O 
as h(z)= ! f(an,an-bn)zn, and that Theorem 5 remains valid if 
00 n~O 
h(z)= ! f(an,p(n)en) and all the ,ui=O. 
n-O 
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. Theorems 3, 4, and 5 remain 
true if "Gaussian rational" is replaced by "elements of K" and "Gaussian 
integral" is replaced by "algebraic integer of K". 
00 
In Theorems 3, 4, and 5 one of the conclusions is that! anzn is a 
n-O 
rational function, where an is a sequence of Gaussian integers with 
an"""" ..1p(n) en. Necessary conditions on A, e, and the coefficients of p for 
00 
the rationality of ! anzn may be found in [IJ. 
n~O 
780 
3. Proofs 
00 00 
Lemma 1. Suppose L anzn and L bnzn are rational functions, and 
f(x, y) is a polynomial 
function. 
n~O n~O 00 
in two variables, then L f(an, bn)zn is a rational 
n~O 
00 
Proof. A rational function L anzn is characterized by the fact that 
n~O r 
an can be written in the form an= L Ai(n)Oin, where the Ai(n) are poly-
i~ 1 
nomials, for all sufficiently large n. Clearly, taking polynomials in such 
expressions yields expressions of the same form. 
00 
Lemma 2. Suppose a(z)= Lanzn is meromorphic ~n Izl<1 and 
00 n~O 
b(z) = L (n - iX)anzn is analytically extendable across an arc of the unit 
n~O 
circle. Then so is a(z). 
Proof. We have the differential equation za'(z)-iXa(z)=b(z) which 
• has the solution a(z) = z<X S (b(t)jt1+<X) dt + (zjzo)<xa(zo), in any simply con-
., 
nected region in which b(t) is regular and a one-valued branch of the 
function t<X can be defined. This integral yields an analytic extension across 
the unit circle of a(z). 
00 
Lemma 3. Suppose a(z) = L anzn, where the an are Gaussian integers, 
n~O 
is meromorphic in the unit disk, and suppose there exists a non-zero poly-
00 
nomial p(n) such that L p(n)anzn is analytically extendable across an arc 
n~O 00 
of the unit circle. Then L anzn is a rational function. 
n~O 
Proof. We may assume that p(n) is monic and factor it as 
r 
p(n)= IT (n-iXi). By repeated applications of Lemma 2, it follows that 
i~l 
a(z) is analytically extendable across an arc of the unit circle. Hence by 
the POLYA-CARLSON Theorem [8], a(z) is rational. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let e< 1 be a real number such that elOI > 1 
00 
and L bnzn has radius of convergence >e. Take e>O small enough so that 
n~O 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
00 
eI01>(I+e)3 
(l+e)e<1 
(1 + 2e)4<0 
Since L bnzn has only finitely many poles in Izl«I+ej2)-1, it can be 
n~O 
written as a sum of a rational function L cnzn and a function L enzn 
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regular in [z[ < (l + e/2)-1 and meromorphic in [z[ < 1. As e < (l + e/2)-1, 
2 cnzn is regular in [z[ <e; hence by (1), 
(4) Cn = O( ([e[/(1 + e)3)n); 
00 
sInce 2 enzn is regular in [z[ < (1 +e/2)-1, 
n~O 
(5) 
00 
Put bn=cn+p(n)en; then 2 bnzn is a rational function. Now 
n~O 
00 
h(z) = 2 f(an)zn 
n~O 
(6) 00 ~ 2 f(bn + en)zn 
n~O 
d 00 
= 2 2 f(lc)(bn)enkzn/k! 
k~O n~O 
by Taylor's expansion for polynomials. By Lemma 1, the function 
00 2 f(bn)zn is rational while 
n~O 
(7) 
~ f<k)(bn)enk = O([bn[d-k(l+e)nk) 
( = O(([e[d-k(1 +e)k+1)n), 
since bnd- k=O(([e[d-k(l+e))n). 
If k;:;.2, then by (3) 
[e[d-k( 1 + e)k+1 <;; [e[d-2( 1 + e)3 
< [e[d-l. 
00 
Hence, when k;:;. 2, 2 f<k)(bn)enkzn has radius of convergence > [ell-d. 
00 n~O 
By (7) 2 f'(bn)enzn has radius of convergence > [e[l-d(1 +e)-2. By (6) 
n~O 
h(z) is meromorphic in [z[<[e[1-d(l+e)-2. Since e>O can be chosen 
arbitrarily small, h(z) is meromorphic in [z[ < [ell-d. This completes the 
proof of the first part of Theorem 3. Suppose now that h(z) can be 
analytically extended across an arc of [z[ = [ell-d. Take a fixed e> 0, 
satisfying (1), (2), and (3), and corresponding functions 2 Cnzn, 2 enzn, 
2 bnzn as in the first part of this proof. It then follows from (6) and what 
00 00 
we have proved about 2 f<k)(bn)enkzn when k=l= 1, that 2 f'(bn)enzn is 
n~O n~O 
meromorphic in [z[ < [e[l-d and analytically extendable across an arc of 
d-l 00 
[z[ = [ell-d. We can write f'(x) = 2 eixi , where ed-l =1= O. As 2 bnienzn has 
i~O 00 n~O 
radius of convergence> [e[l-d when i<d-l, 2 bnd-lenzn is meromorphic 
n~O 
in [z[ < [e[l-d and analytically extendable across an arc of [z[ = [ell-d. Now 
bn=p(n)en+cn, hence bnd-l=(q(n)+sn)en<d-l), where q(n)=p(n)d-l, and 
782 
d-l (d 1) 8n= i~ (p(n))d-I-1(cn/fJn)1 j ; by (4) and since p(n) is a polynomial 
00 00 
8n=O((1+e)-2n). Then, since 2 bnd-Ienzn= 2 (q(n)+8n)en(fJd-Izn), and 
00 n=O n=O 
since 2 8n en zn has radius of convergence ;> (1 + e) > 1, the change of 
n=O 00 
variable w=fJd-Iz shows that 2 q(n)enwn is meromorphic in Iwl < 1 and 
n=O 00 
analytically extendable across an arc of Iwl = 1. By Lemma 1, L q(n)bnwn 
00 n=O 
is rational; since en=an-bn, L q(n)anwn is meromorphic in Iwl < 1 and 
n=O 00 
analytically extendable across an arc of Iwl = 1. By Lemma 3, 2 anzn 
00 n=O 
is a rational function, and by Lemma 1, so is h(z) = 2 t(an)zn. 
n=O 
Proof of Theorem 4. The fact that h(z) is meromorphic in 
Izl < IfJll-d is a special case of Theorem 3. Now suppose that h(z) is of 
bounded characteristic in Izl < IfJll-d, and put q(n)=p(n)d-l so that q(n) 
has Gaussian rational coefficients. Since rational functions are of bounded 
characteristic, and the functions of bounded characteristic in a domain 
form a field, an argument very similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3 
00 
shows that 2 q(n)anzn is meromorphic and of bounded characteristic 
n=O 
in Izl < 1. By multiplying q(n) by an appropriate integer, if necessary we 
may assume that it has Gaussian integral coefficients. Then by [2], 
00 00 2 q(n)anzn is a rational function, and by [3], so is 2 anzn. Then by 
n=O 00 n=O 
Lemma 1, h(z)= 2 t(an)zn is a rational function. 
n=O 
00 00 
Lemma 4. Suppo8e the power 8erie8 2 unzn 8ati8fie8 2 IUn/n"'12<<Xl 
n=O n=l 00 
tor 80me <x;>O, and 8upp08e that g(z) i8 a polynomial. Put g(z) 2 unzn= 
00 00 11=0 
= 2 Vnzn. Then 2 I vn/n'" I 2 < <Xl. 
e e 
Proof. Suppose g(z)= 2 gizi. Then if n>e, we have vn= 2 giUn-i 
i=O i=O 
and using the Schwarz inequality, 
e 
IVn/n"'12 = I 2 gi un-t!n"'12 
i=O 
e e 
« 2 Igil 2 • 2 IUn-t/n"12 
i=O i=O 
e e 
« 2 Igil2 • 2 IUn-i/(n-i)"'12. 
i=O i=O 
e 
Hence, if G = 2 Igil 2, 
i=O 
00 e 00 
2 IVn/n"'12 « G 2 2 IUn-t/(n-i)"'12, 
n=e+l i=O n=e+l 
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and 
00 e 00 
.L [Vn/n"'[2.;; .L [Vn/n'" [2 + (e+ I)G .L [un/n"'[2<00. 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
Proof of Theorem 5. If [e[ > 1, then by Theorem 3, h(z) is mero-
morphic in [z[ < [ell-d. If [e[ = 1, then an = O(nl') and f(an) = O(nrd); hence 
00 
.L f(an)zn has radius of convergence 1 = [ell-d. Now suppose that h(z) is 
n=O 1" 
polynomially bounded in [z[ < [ell-d. Put bn=p(n)en+ .L Ai(n),uin. As in 
i-1 
the proof of Theorem 3, 
00 
h(z) = .L f(bn+en)zn 
(8) n-O 
d 00 
= .L .L f(k)(bn)enkzn/k!, 
k-O n-O 
00 
and .L f(bn) zn is a rational function. When k;;;;. 2, then 
n-O 
f(k)(bn) enk = O( [bn[d-k[en[k) 
= O([p(n)[d-k[e[(d-k)n[en[k) 
= O(nr(d-k) [e[n(d-k)[en[k) 
= 0(nr(d-2) [e[n(d-l) [en[2), 
since en=O(nl'). Hence, when k;;;;.2 
00 
(9) .L [t(k)(bn) enk/(e(d-l)nnr(d-l»)[2 < 00. 
n-O 
d-1 
Now f'(x)= .L CiXi where Cd-l#O, and 
i-O 
00 d-1 00 
(10) .L t'(bn)en zn = .L Ci .L bnienzn; 
n-O i-O .. -0 
furthermore 
(11) 
Now, [en[';; 1 + [en[2, hence 
00 00 00 
(12) .L [en/n[2 < .L n-2 + .L [en2/n[2 < 00. 
n-1 n-1 .. =1 
When i.;;d-2, then by (11), 
00 
(13) .L [bnien/(en(d-l)nr(d-l)[2 < 00. 
.. -1 
Put 
d d-2 
Vn= ( .L t(k)(bn)enk/k ! + .L cibnien)/(Cd_len(d-l»). 
k=2 i-O 
By (9) and (13), 
(14) 
and by (8) and (10), 
784 
00 ! IVn/nr(d-l)12 < <Xl, 
n-l 
00 00 ! bnd-lSnZn = R(z) + ! Vn·((}d-lZ)n-h(z)/Cd_l, 
n-O n-O 
where R(z) is a rational function; hence 
00 00 ! q(n)Sn((}d-1z)n =Rl(z) + ! vn · ((}d-lz)n_ h(Z)/Cd-l, 
n-O n-O 
where 
00 
Rl(z)=R(z) - ! (bnd-l_q(n)(}n(d-l»)snzn 
n-O 
is polynomiaUy bounded in Izl < 1(}ll-d, and where q(n) = p(n)d-l is a poly-
nomial of degree k=r(d-l). The change of variable W=(}d-lZ yields 
00 00 
(15) ! q(n)SnWn=hl(W) + ! vnwn 
n-O n-O 
where hl(W)=Rl(W/(}d-l)-h(w/(}d-l) is polynomially bounded III Iwl < l. 
Now q(n) is a polynomial of degree k=r(d-l), say 
k 
(16) q(n) = ! emi. 
.-0 
Then, if i<k, by (12), 
00 
(17) ! Inisn/nkI2<<Xl. 
n-l 
k-l 
Put un=(vn- ! einiSn)/ek. Then by (14) and (17) 
.-0 
00 
! lun/nkl2 < <Xl, 
n-l 
and by (15) and (17), there exists h2(w), polynomially bounded in Iwl < 1 
with 
00 00 
! nksnwn=h2(w) + ! un wn, 
n-O n-O 
Let g(z) = ! gizi be a polynomial such that go = 1 and g(Z)h2(Z) is bounded 
.-0 
in Izl < 1; such a polynomial exists because h2(Z) is polynomially bounded 
00 00 
in Izl < 1 and is regular in a neighborhood of o. Put L cnzn=g(z) ! unzn; 
n-O n-O 
by Lemma 4, 
co 
(18) ! ICn/nkl2 < <Xl. 
n-l 
785 
Then 
00 00 
g(z) L nk8nZn=h3(Z) + L cnzn, 
n~O n~O 
00 
where h3(Z) =g(Z)h2(Z) is bounded in Izl < 1. Suppose h3(Z) = L 8nZn; by 
00 00 n=O 
Parseval's equality L 18n I2<=; hence L 18n/nkI2<=. Since the coef-
n~O n~l 
00 t 
ficient of zm in g(z) L nk8nZn is L gi(m-i)k8m-i=8m+Cm, where 8m=0 
n~O i~O 
if m<O, we have by (18) 
00 t 
(19) L 1 L gi(l-i/n)k8n-iI2<= 
n~l i-O 
But, 
Hence, 
(20) 
and using the Schwarz inequality, 
(21) n~l 1 it (~) i~ gi( -i/n)i8n_iI2 <: it (~r i~ gi2 n~l 1 (i/n)i8n-iI2 <=. 
Combining (19), (20), and (21) yields 
00 t 
L 1 L gi 8n-iI 2 <=. 
n~O i-O 
00 
Thus L 8nZn is in the class H2, and consequently is of bounded charac-
n-O 00 
teristic in Izl<l; since 8n=an-bn and L bnzn is a rational function, 
00 n=O 
L anzn is of bounded characteristic in Izl < 1. Hence by [2] it is a rational 
n-O 00 
function, and by Lemma 1, so is h(z)= L f(an)zn. 
n-O 
University of California at Los Angeles 
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